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uy has now been placed in the a 
t hives. Included are the X-rays an 

Q sr inthe possession of the snes 
family. 

1 Access to this evidence will be restrict 4 
h.is only proper. Public display oft 
cal. record would be most’ unseent 

‘and would serve no constructive: : 

‘Federal law enforcement officials will, 
wever, be permitted immediate neces 

Ke material. 

For the next: fi ears, scholars ’ a? 
@ther unofficial fae will ; vs apd 
Mlowed to examine the evidence, with thle 1 
cSnsent of the Kennedy family, After 1971, 
Pathologists and other medical specialists 
“yl be. able to study. the. -evidence. : 

ic Removing the secrecy which has sur: 
‘Younded much of the. pertinent material 

_ @6nnected with the assassination is a com-- 
fendable and necessary action. The fact’. 
-that this evidence had not been generally 
available has. undoubtedly helped. feed all. 
gacts of wild rumors fanciful theo; 
concerning the assassination. . 

F Now’ the evidence upen which ¢ the Ware 

Bl behy @éfttfission b based its conclusions. has ; 
9 become’ a pai’ of the permanent his 
b-record, for this and later generatio 

consult. The availability of this ma 
shauld,. bjectively,-resolye the E 

VWaoubts held y some critics of the comm 
‘gsion's findings. 

te - To be sure, it will not satisfy or si 
, all the critics. No matter how convincing 
,and final the evidence.in the Archi 

‘ “there will always be those who re 
0 ‘accet it, who will cling instead to pet theo® 
f ries of conspiracy and cover-up., ate 

This is not the place to go into the:Sa-. 
_-Tious elaborately constructed. hypoth ; 
Vand charges -which,seek to refute the etgn- 
{rnigsion's essential findings. “Highly quali- 
“fied students’ of the assassination have.al- 
& :ready pointed out that these theories ie 

* to fly in the face of logic ‘and evidence, % that 
~ they ignore or distort-important and e; 
» Verifiable facts, and that for the most p 
: they. demand: ‘en suaraeets ‘commitnie 
“of credulity. : 

. Propagators_ of such. ‘heories—the 
sation-mongers, the profit-seekers, “4 

especially. the ‘self-servers dedicated 
their’ own querulous political: causes—. 
x always be with us. The public must | 
Sto recognize them for what they are. Hg 
~ fully, the evidence now in the National 2 Are: 
chive aa th ‘ 


